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MERCURY, WORLD OF CONTRASTS



M



ERCURY, the inmost and smallest of the nine planets, presents more differences and contradictions than any other world. It is the hottest planet in the Solar System – and also one of the coldest. It is almost the most barren of the worlds, and yet it is also one of the richest. Mercury is in fact three different worlds, each of them greatly different from the others. The three are the Hot Side, the Cold Side, and the Twilight Zone. The division of the planet into these three regions rises from the fact that one side of Mercury is always turned toward the Sun, the planet's day being as long as its year. The side turned toward the Sun is the Hot Side. And it is well named, for it is the hottest place on the nine worlds. It is so close to the Sun, and so constantly exposed to it, that its temperature is well above the melting point of lead. This fact, as we shall see, is the cause



of some of the Hot Side's most fantastic natural wonders. LIFE ON HOT SIDE The Hot Side is essentially a waste of barren, sunblackened rock. No organic life can exist there without protection from the appalling heat of the Sun. Daring interplanetary explorers and miners who have entered this awful waste must wear protective "haloes," shields of heat-repelling force radiated from a small portable mechanism. But while no life of the kind ordinarily called "organic" can exist on the Hot Side, it does possess life of a strange type. It is a kind of life with a silicon base instead of a carbon base. Most of the forms it takes are rather small, but there are some of considerable size. The so-called "solar eagles" are winged creatures of siliceous type, subsisting on certain minerals their strange anatomies are able to ingest. And then there are the famous "sun dogs," ground beasts of exceptional ferocity, equipped with horns with which they are able to dig from the rocky wastes the minerals that keep them alive. These creatures all draw much of their energy by photosynthesis from the flood of solar radiation, and die at once if taken away from the Hot Side. The natural wonders of the Hot Side are far-famed, though few interplanetary travelers are intrepid enough to succeed in viewing them. Best known of these wonders is the Sea of Lead. It has been noted that the temperature of the Hot Side is above the melting point of lead. Because of this, all the native lead in the rocks of the Hot Side long ago drained in molten condition into a big southern depression. Since Mercury is rich in lead as in other metals, there was enough of the molten metal to form the large sea of molten lead which is talked of whenever Mercury is mentioned. There are islands in this sea – the so-called Fire Islands – which have not yet been explored. VAPOR VALLEY Another fantastic wonder of nature on the Hot Side is Vapor Valley. This is a great gorge in the north,
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which is perpetually filled with heavy, gray mists. These mists are not steam. They are the vaporized element mercury. For the vaporization point of the element mercury, being little above the melting point of lead, is a little under the constant temperature of the Hot Side. So all mercury on the Hot Side, instead of being liquid, is gaseous. The poisonous metallic mists of the Vapor Valley have prevented all exploration of its depths until



characteristic feature of the little world.



now. The Cold Side is just the opposite of the Hot Side. It is a frozen realm of eternal night, always turned away from the Sun. It is bitterly cold, and is even more rugged and mountainous than the Hot Side. It would be even colder were it not for the ceaseless currents of warm air that rush around the planet from the other side, causing the rough gales and wind-storms that are a



the scanty flora are very similar to those of remote, icy Pluto. A characteristic of all Cold Side animal-life is the enormous eyes. Being creatures of eternal, moonless night, the Cold Side animals have developed eyes capable of seeing well even in the faint starlight that is the only illumination here. Beside its mountains and rocky hills, the Cold Side is split by many chasms and fissures of unfathomable



THE DWELLERS OF COLD SIDE There is more variety of indigenous life on the Cold Side, and it is a more familiar type of life. Most of the animals found there are furred beasts able to withstand the low temperatures, such as the fierce "cliff-cats," six-legged Mercurian bears, and others. The fauna and
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depth. These fissures exist also in the Twilight Zone and Hot Side. They are, in fact, cracks in the planet – caused by the enormous difference in temperature between its two sides. The only inhabited part of Mercury is the Twilight Zone. This is a band of territory which encircles the whole planet, lying between the Hot and Cold Sides. It has been noted that one side of Mercury always faces the Sun. Therefore one would think that one side would be hot and one cold, and that there could be no intermediate zone. But this overlooks another fact about Mercury – its orbit. The orbit of Mercury is the most elliptical of any planet. And this eccentricity of orbit, causing the distance of Mercury to the Sun to vary greatly during its brief year, is responsible for a libration of its surface which gives partial sunlight to a band between the two sides. That band is the Twilight Zone. Seen from it, the Sun never rises more than a little above the horizon. So the full scorching heat of the solar orb never falls upon the Twilight Zone. Yet there is warmth enough to prevent it from becoming as frozen and glacial as the Cold Side.



greatest space-pioneer of all – noted in his log that Mercury appeared to be very rich in valuable metals. Later explorers corroborated this fact. It was discovered that immense deposits of beryllium, titanium, tungsten, cadmium and many other rare and valuable metals existed in the Cold Side. HEART OF THE SPACE-SHIP INDUSTRY The mushroom growth of the space-ship manufacturing industry, in the decades following the opening of the spaceways brought a great demand for Mercurian metals. The very metals most needed for space-ship construction were found in profusion on Mercury. At first, space-freighters brought shipments of the metals to the space-ship factories on the different worlds. But it was found more practicable finally to center the whole space-ship industry on Mercury itself, near the source of supply. Thus great space-ship factories arose in the Twilight Zone, established by Martians, Earthmen, Jovians and others. The System Government, however, strictly supervised this transfer. It was declared that no step might be taken without the permission of the Mercurians, and that there must be no friction between the natives of the planet and this inrush of strangers from other worlds.



MERCURIAN INHABITANTS For this reason, the Twilight Zone has always been the home of Mercurian life. It is a fairly fertile region, and while there are no bodies of water of any size, there are periodic rains. Here, long ago, the Mercurians built their first cities. The Mercurians had attained a certain civilization before ever the first Earthmen opened the spaceways and visited the planet, in 1980. They did not have the mighty past of the Martians, but they had achieved progress commensurate with their numbers. For the Mercurians, due to the smallness of their world and the small part of it which is habitable, are the least numerous planetary race in the System. They are a small-statured, swarthy-skinned people, with eyes of a peculiar tawny shade. They are a fighting people, and are without doubt the hottest-tempered race in the nine worlds. "As touchy as a Mercurian" has become a proverb. The Mercurians warmly welcomed the first Earth explorers to their cities of Izli, Baruda and others. Gorham Johnson, head of that first expedition – the



ETERNAL NIGHT AND DAY On the whole, the System Government's wise restrictions have worked well. There has been no recurrence on Mercury of the resentment which early interplanetary colonizing projects often aroused among the inhabitants. The Mercurians have prospered from the sale of mining concessions. Their impressive villas in Solar City, their capital, attest to the wealth of many. Also, the Mercurians have become great interplanetary travelers. You are likely to find a few of them on almost any world in the System, bent upon satisfying their curiosity. It is true that in this respect they do not match the Earthmen, famous as the greatest race of wanderers in the System. But they do love to travel for pleasure. The Mercurians always come back to their native planet, however. And they always declare that their strange little world of violent contrasts, of terrible heat and killing cold, of arid rock and hidden wealth, of eternal day and eternal night, is the most beautiful in the System.
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